
TAGGING YOUR LAMB, GOAT, OR HOG for the PREBLE JUNIOR 
FAIR 

SPRING 2020 
 

1. Go to the Senior Fair Board office at the Preble County Fairgrounds and purchase your tags. 

2. Each tag will cost $4. Be sure to be prepared to pay when you pick up the tags. 

3. There are a limited number of taggers to borrow so it is a good idea to call first to be sure that 

there is one available. Be sure to be prepared to tag your animal right away because you will 

only be able to borrow the tagger(s) for a limited amount of time. You will be asked to leave 

your Driver’s license. The SFB office phone number is 937-456-3748. 

4. Lamb and Goats require 2 steps to tag: 

a. Have both tag and DNA collection tubes loaded before your start the process 

b. Decide which ear that you will be putting the tag in. Best practice would be to put our 

PCJF tag in the ear opposite the scrapie tag so that there are not 2 tags in the same 

ear. This will vary animal to animal. 

c. Using the blue tagger, collect the DNA sample in the tube provided. Put the tube back 

in the zipper bag. Be sure your name is on the bag. 

d. Place PCJF tag in the hole created by DNA collection 

e. You can find a guide for using the tissue sampling tagger at: 

http://www.allflexusa.com/assets/Detail-Sheets/TSU-Application-Guide-R6-LR.pdf 

f. There is also a video at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_LgBQImaU8&feature=youtu.be 

5. Hogs only require one step with DNA being collected at same time tag is inserted. Return DNA 

tube to zipper bag. Be sure your name is on the bag. 

 

6. Return the completed Tagging Form with the DNA sample (in the zipper bag when you return 

the tagger(s) 

 

7. ALL paperwork and DNA samples must be returned to the SFB office by May 4 at the close of 

business. 

 

 

➢ You can reach out to Senior Fair Board members or Beth at the SFB office (937-456-3748) 

to schedule a time for tagging. Or to get help with tagging your animal. The SFB office is 

open M-F from 8 a.m. – 4:30 p.m. 

http://www.allflexusa.com/assets/Detail-Sheets/TSU-Application-Guide-R6-LR.pdf


➢ Please work to get animals tagged as soon as possible so that there is not a need for last 

minute tagging.  

 


